


KJV Bible Word Studies for SHEET



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

gin 6341 ## pach {pakh}; from 6351; a (metallic) sheet (as pounded thin); also a spring net (as spread out 
like a lamina): -- {gin}, (thin) plate, snare. 

paper 5489 # chartes {khar'-tace}; from the same as 5482; a sheet ("chart") of writing-material (as to be 
scribbled over): -- {paper}. 

plate 6341 ## pach {pakh}; from 6351; a (metallic) sheet (as pounded thin); also a spring net (as spread out 
like a lamina): -- gin, (thin) {plate}, snare. 

sheet 3607 # othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a linen cloth, i.e. (especially) a sail: -- {sheet}. 

sheet 5466 ## cadiyn {saw-deen'}; from an unused root meaning to envelop; a wrapper, i.e. shirt: -- fine 
linen, {sheet}. 

snare 6341 ## pach {pakh}; from 6351; a (metallic) sheet (as pounded thin); also a spring net (as spread out 
like a lamina): -- gin, (thin) plate, {snare}. 

thin 6341 ## pach {pakh}; from 6351; a (metallic) sheet (as pounded thin); also a spring net (as spread out 
like a lamina): -- gin, ({thin}) plate, snare. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

sheet 05466 ## cadiyn {saw-deen'} ; from an unused root meaning to envelop ; a wrapper , i . e . shirt : -- fine linen , {sheet} . 

sheet 06341 ## pach {pakh} ; from 06351 ; a (metallic) {sheet} (as pounded thin) ; also a spring net (as spread out like a lamina) : -- gin , (thin) plate , snare . 

sheet 06823 ## tsaphah {tsaw-faw'} ; a primitive root [probably identical with 06822 through the idea of expansion in outlook , transferring to action ] ; to {sheet} over (especially with metal) : -- cover , overlay . 

sheet 0976 - biblos {bib'-los}; properly, the inner bark of the papyrus plant, i.e. (by implication) a {sheet} or scroll of writing: -- book. 

sheet 3607 - othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a linen cloth, i.e. (especially) a sail: -- {sheet}. 

sheet 5489 - chartes {khar'-tace}; from the same as 5482; a {sheet} ( " chart " ) of writing-material (as to be scribbled over): -- paper. 

sheeted 08303 ## Shiryown {shir-yone'} ; and Siryon {sir-yone'} ; the same as 08304 (i . e . {sheeted} with snow) ; Shirjon or Sirjon , a peak of the Lebanon : -- Sirion . 

sheets 07554 ## raqa` {raw-kah'} ; a primitive root ; to pound the earth (as a sign of passion) ; by analogy to expand (by hammering) ; by implication , to overlay (with thin {sheets} of metal) : -- beat , make broad , spread 
abroad (forth , over , out , into plates) , stamp , stretch . 

winding-sheet 2750 - keiria {ki-ree'-ah}; of uncertain affinity; a swathe, i.e. {winding-sheet}: -- graveclothes. 

{khof-sheeth'} 02669 ## chophshuwth {khof-shooth'} ; and chophshiyth {{khof-sheeth'}} ; from 02666 ; prostration by sickness (with 01004 , a hospital) : -- several . 

{koo-sheeth'} 03571 ## Kuwshiyth {{koo-sheeth'}} ; feminine of 03569 ; a Cushite woman : -- Ethiopian . 

{ray-sheeth'} 07225 ## re'shiyth {{ray-sheeth'}} ; from the same as 07218 ; the first , in place , time , order or rank (specifically , a firstfruit) : -- beginning , chief (- est) , first (- fruits , part , time) , principal thing . 

{sheeth} 07896 ## shiyth {{sheeth}} ; a primitive root ; to place (in a very wide application) : -- apply , appoint , array , bring , consider , lay (up) , let alone , X look , make , mark , put (on) , + regard , set , shew , be stayed ,
X take . 

{sheeth} 07897 ## shiyth {{sheeth}} ; from 07896 ; a dress (as put on) : -- attire . 

{sheeth} 08353 ## sheth (Aramaic) {shayth} ; or shith (Aramaic) {{sheeth}} ; corresponding to 08337 : -- six (- th) . 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.

3607 + sheet +/ . othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a linen cloth, i .e . (especially) a sail: --sheet . 

3608 + clothes + the linen + it in linen + with the linen +/ . othonion {oth-on'-ee-on}; neuter of a presumed 
derivative of 3607 + sheet +/ ; a linen bandage: --linen clothes . 

5489 + not write with paper 5489- not write with paper 5489- / . chartes {khar'-tace}; from the same as 5482
+ a trench +/ ; a sheet ("chart") of writing-material (as to be scribbled over): --paper . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

sheet 3607 ** othone ** {sheet}.

sheet 5466 -- cadiyn -- fine linen, {sheet}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

sheet 3607 othone * {sheet} , {3607 othone } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* sheet , 3607 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

sheet - 3607 {sheet},
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

sheet Act_10_11 # And saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been a great 
sheet knit at the four corners, and let down to the earth:

sheet Act_11_05 # I was in the city of Joppa praying: and in a trance I saw a vision, A certain vessel 
descend, as it had been a great sheet, let down from heaven by four corners; and it came even to me:

sheets Jud_14_12 # And Samson said unto them, I will now put forth a riddle unto you: if ye can certainly 
declare it me within the seven days of the feast, and find [it] out, then I will give you thirty sheets and thirty 
change of garments:

sheets Jud_14_13 # But if ye cannot declare [it] me, then shall ye give me thirty sheets and thirty change of 
garments. And they said unto him, Put forth thy riddle, that we may hear it.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

sheet knit at Act_10_11 # And saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been 
a great sheet knit at the four corners, and let down to the earth:

sheet let down Act_11_05 # I was in the city of Joppa praying: and in a trance I saw a vision, A certain 
vessel descend, as it had been a great sheet, let down from heaven by four corners; and it came even to me:

sheets and thirty Jud_14_12 # And Samson said unto them, I will now put forth a riddle unto you: if ye can 
certainly declare it me within the seven days of the feast, and find [it] out, then I will give you thirty sheets 
and thirty change of garments:

sheets and thirty Jud_14_13 # But if ye cannot declare [it] me, then shall ye give me thirty sheets and thirty 
change of garments. And they said unto him, Put forth thy riddle, that we may hear it.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

sheet ^ Act_10_11 / sheet /^knit at the four corners, and let down to the earth: 

sheet ^ Act_11_05 / sheet /^let down from heaven by four corners; and it came even to me: 

sheets ^ Jud_14_13 / sheets /^and thirty change of garments. And they said unto him, Put forth thy riddle, 
that we may hear it. 

sheets ^ Jud_14_12 / sheets /^and thirty change of garments: 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

sheet ......... sheet 3607 -othone-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

sheet Act_11_05 I was in the city of Joppa praying: and in a trance I saw a vision, A certain vessel descend, 
as it had been a great {sheet}, let down from heaven by four corners; and it came even to me: 

sheet Act_10_11 And saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been a great 
{sheet} knit at the four corners, and let down to the earth: 

sheets Jud_14_12 And Samson said unto them, I will now put forth a riddle unto you: if ye can certainly 
declare it me within the seven days of the feast, and find [it] out, then I will give you thirty {sheets} and 
thirty change of garments: 

sheets Jud_14_13 But if ye cannot declare [it] me, then shall ye give me thirty {sheets} and thirty change of 
garments. And they said unto him, Put forth thy riddle, that we may hear it. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

sheet ^ Act_11_05 I <1473> was <2252> (5713) in <1722> the city <4172> of Joppa <2445> praying <4336> 
(5740): and <2532> in <1722> a trance <1611> I saw <1492> (5627) a vision <3705>, A certain <5100> 
vessel <4632> descend <2597> (5723), as it had been <5613> a great <3173> {sheet} <3607>, let down 
<2524> (5746) from <1537> heaven <3772> by four <5064> corners <0746>; and <2532> it came <2064> 
(5627) even <0891> to me <1700>: 

sheet ^ Act_10_11 And <2532> saw <2334> (5719) heaven <3772> opened <0455> (5772), and <2532> a 
certain <5100> vessel <4632> descending <2597> (5723) unto <1909> him <0846>, as <5613> it had been a 
great <3173> {sheet} <3607> knit <1210> (5772) at the four <5064> corners <0746>, and <2532> let down 
<2524> (5746) to <1909> the earth <1093>: 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words

sheet Act_10_11 And saw (2334 -theoreo -) heaven (3772 -ouranos -) opened (0455 -anoigo -) , and a certain (5100 -tis -) vessel (4632 -skeuos -) descending (2597 -katabaino -) unto him , as it had been a great (3173 -megas -)
{sheet} (3607 -othone -) knit (1210 -deo -) at the four (5064 -tessares -) corners (0746 -arche -) , and let (2524 -kathiemi -) down (2524 -kathiemi -) to the earth (1093 -ge -) : 

sheet Act_11_05 I was in the city (4172 -polis -) of Joppa (2445 -Ioppe -) praying (4336 -proseuchomai -):and in a trance (1611 -ekstasis -) I saw (1492 -eido -) a vision (3705 -horama -) , A certain (5100 -tis -) vessel (4632 -
skeuos -) descend (2597 -katabaino -) , as it had been a great (3173 -megas -) {sheet} (3607 -othone -) , let (2524 -kathiemi -) down (2524 -kathiemi -) from heaven (3772 -ouranos -) by four (5064 -tessares -) corners (0746 -
arche -) ; and it came (2064 -erchomai -) even (0891 -achri -) to me : 

sheets Jud_14_12 And Samson (08123 +Shimshown ) said (00559 +)amar ) unto them , I will now (04994 +na) ) put (02330 +chuwd ) forth (02330 +chuwd ) a riddle (02420 +chiydah ) unto you:if (00518 +)im ) ye can 
certainly declare (05046 +nagad ) it me within the seven (07651 +sheba( ) days (03117 +yowm ) of the feast (04960 +mishteh ) , and find (04672 +matsa) ) [ it ] out , then I will give (05414 +nathan ) you thirty (07970 
+sh@lowshiym ) {sheets} (05466 +cadiyn ) and thirty (07970 +sh@lowshiym ) change (02487 +chaliyphah ) of garments (00899 +beged ) : 

sheets Jud_14_13 But if (00518 +)im ) ye cannot declare (05046 +nagad ) [ it ] me , then shall ye give (05414 +nathan ) me thirty (07970 +sh@lowshiym ) {sheets} (05466 +cadiyn ) and thirty (07970 +sh@lowshiym ) change 
(02487 +chaliyphah ) of garments (00899 +beged ) . And they said (00559 +)amar ) unto him , Put (02330 +chuwd ) forth (02330 +chuwd ) thy riddle (02420 +chiydah ) , that we may hear (08085 +shama( ) it . 
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sheet , AC , 10:11 , AC , 11:5 sheets , JG , 14:12 , JG , 14:13 book 0976 # biblos {bib'-los}; properly, the inner 
bark of the papyrus plant, i.e. (by implication) a sheet or scroll of writing: -- {book}.[ql paper 5489 # chartes 
{khar'-tace}; from the same as 5482; a sheet ("chart") of writing-material (as to be scribbled over): -- {paper}.[ql 
sheet 3607 # othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a linen cloth, i.e. (especially) a sail: -- {sheet}.[ql sheet 
Interlinear Index Study sheet ACT 010 011 And saw <2334 -theoreo -> heaven <3772 - ouranos -> opened <0455 
-anoigo -> , and a certain <5100 -tis -> vessel <4632 -skeuos -> descending <2597 -katabaino -> unto him , as it 
had been a great <3173 -megas -> {sheet} <3607 -othone -> knit <1210 -deo -> at the four <5064 -tessares -> 
corners <0746 - arche -> , and let <2524 -kathiemi -> down <2524 -kathiemi -> to the earth <1093 -ge -> : sheet 
ACT 011 005 I was in the city <4172 -polis -> of Joppa <2445 -Ioppe -> praying <4336 -proseuchomai -> : and in
a trance <1611 -ekstasis -> I saw <1492 -eido -> a vision <3705 -horama - > , A certain <5100 -tis -> vessel 
<4632 -skeuos -> descend <2597 -katabaino -> , as it had been a great <3173 -megas -> {sheet} <3607 -othone ->
, let <2524 -kathiemi -> down <2524 - kathiemi -> from heaven <3772 -ouranos -> by four <5064 - tessares -> 
corners <0746 -arche -> ; and it came <2064 - erchomai -> even <0891 -achri -> to me : great sheet knit at * sheet 
, 3607 , * sheet , 3607 othone , sheet -3607 {sheet}, sheets -5466 linen , {sheets} , sheet 5466 -- cadiyn -- fine 
linen, {sheet}. sheet 3607 ** othone ** {sheet}. sheet ......... sheet 3607 -othone-> sheet 5466 ## cadiyn 
{saw-deen'}; from an unused root meaning to envelop; a wrapper, i.e. shirt: -- fine linen, {sheet}.[ql sheet 3607 # 
othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a linen cloth, i.e. (especially) a sail: -- {sheet}.[ql sheet 010 011 Act 
/${sheet /knit at the four corners , and let down to the earth : sheet 011 005 Act /${sheet /let down from heaven by
four corners ; and it came even to me : sheets 014 013 Jug /^{sheets /and thirty change of garments . And they 
said unto him, Put forth thy riddle , that we may hear it. sheets 014 012 Jug /^{sheets /and thirty change of 
garments : sheet And saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been a great {sheet} 
knit at the four corners, and let down to the earth: sheet I was in the city of Joppa praying: and in a trance I saw a 
vision, A certain vessel descend, as it had been a great {sheet}, let down from heaven by four corners; and it came
even to me: 



sheet , AC , 10:11 , AC , 11:5 sheets , JG , 14:12 , JG , 14:13



book 0976 # biblos {bib'-los}; properly, the inner bark of the papyrus plant, i.e. (by implication) a sheet or scroll 
of writing: -- {book}.[ql paper 5489 # chartes {khar'-tace}; from the same as 5482; a sheet ("chart") of 
writing-material (as to be scribbled over): -- {paper}.[ql sheet 3607 # othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a 
linen cloth, i.e. (especially) a sail: -- {sheet}.[ql



* sheet , 3607 othone ,



sheet -3607 {sheet},



sheets -5466 linen , {sheets} ,



sheet 5466 -- cadiyn -- fine linen, {sheet}. sheet 3607 ** othone ** {sheet}.





sheet ......... sheet 3607 -othone->



sheet 5466 ## cadiyn {saw-deen'}; from an unused root meaning to envelop; a wrapper, i.e. shirt: -- fine linen, 
{sheet}.[ql sheet 3607 # othone {oth-on'-ay}; of uncertain affinity; a linen cloth, i.e. (especially) a sail: -- 
{sheet}.[ql
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sheet Interlinear Index Study sheet ACT 010 011 And saw <2334 -theoreo -> heaven <3772 - ouranos -> opened 
<0455 -anoigo -> , and a certain <5100 -tis -> vessel <4632 -skeuos -> descending <2597 -katabaino -> unto him ,
as it had been a great <3173 -megas -> {sheet} <3607 -othone -> knit <1210 -deo -> at the four <5064 -tessares ->
corners <0746 - arche -> , and let <2524 -kathiemi -> down <2524 -kathiemi -> to the earth <1093 -ge -> : sheet 
ACT 011 005 I was in the city <4172 -polis -> of Joppa <2445 -Ioppe -> praying <4336 -proseuchomai -> : and in
a trance <1611 -ekstasis -> I saw <1492 -eido -> a vision <3705 -horama - > , A certain <5100 -tis -> vessel 
<4632 -skeuos -> descend <2597 -katabaino -> , as it had been a great <3173 -megas -> {sheet} <3607 -othone ->
, let <2524 -kathiemi -> down <2524 - kathiemi -> from heaven <3772 -ouranos -> by four <5064 - tessares -> 
corners <0746 -arche -> ; and it came <2064 - erchomai -> even <0891 -achri -> to me :



great sheet knit at 



sheet Act_10_11 /${sheet /knit at the four corners , and let down to the earth : sheet Act_11_05 /${sheet /let down 
from heaven by four corners ; and it came even to me : sheets Jud_14_13 /^{sheets /and thirty change of garments 
. And they said unto him, Put forth thy riddle , that we may hear it. sheets Jud_14_12 /^{sheets /and thirty change 
of garments :





* sheet , 3607 , 



sheet And saw heaven opened, and a certain vessel descending unto him, as it had been a great {sheet} knit at the 
four corners, and let down to the earth: sheet I was in the city of Joppa praying: and in a trance I saw a vision, A 
certain vessel descend, as it had been a great {sheet}, let down from heaven by four corners; and it came even to 
me:
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